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This report deals with the vfOrk done by a field 
party of the Geophysical Section, Bureau of r·fineral Hesources, 
on l~ases in the Astrolabe IvJineral Field held by 1\fandated 
Alluvials i~. L. The vlOrk "las done in the 1950 field season 
from Narch to December and Has a continuation of the. vfOrk done 
in 1949 and described in the first progress report (Oldham, 1950~ 

The Astrolabe Hineral Field is a bro~d belt of country 
lying at the 'Vlestern foothills of the Astrolabe Hange in the 
Central District of Papua 0 At the tir.:e of the surveys, 
Mandated Alltl..vials N .L. had field headr.{,tl..arters s.t the Sapphire 
Creek Camp, seventeen miles by road east from Port Horesby, 
the administrative' centre of the Territory of Papl:..a-Ne~·, Gninea. 
Port Horesby is the chief ,port of Papua and is connected ,11th 
the Australian mainland by a daily air service and an irregular 
shipping service. The Sapphire Cree~ Camp was the field 
party's headquarters and a temporary camp was established in 
the Dubuna area. Locations of both camps are shown on Plate 1. 

The field party consisted of the writer as party 
. leader and loA. 11ulIlL~e, geophysicist, Cl.nd N. Parker, field 
assistant. In.Augtlst 1950, the writer returned to Helbourne 
and was replaced by \V'.J. Langron, geophysicist. N.G. Chamberlain, 
senior geophysicist, visited the field in July-August to 
supervise operations and plan later vlork. Acknowledgement is 
due to Messrs. Cha~berlain and Langron for much help in the 
field work and in the preparation of this report. 

The late A.K.;·i. Edwards, resident geologist at 
Port i'-'loresby, and Haddon F. King, (;hief Geologist of :6inc 
Corporation Ltd. visited the field to discuss geological aspects 
of the problem. 

Mandated Alluvials N.L. gave all the assistance . 
:Jossible \1'ith e<uipment a.nd unskilled labour. 'I''Itfenty natives 
were provided by the corl!pany to assi'st the geophysical party. 
In the early P2.,: t of the survey, Gosiagos from Goodenough 
Island, Fergus son Islc.nd and Normanby Island were employed and 
later, Chimbus from the Garoka Jistrict of the Central Highlands 
Division. It was found that the natives 'vere not only 
indispensable for the clearing of traverse lines, but also 
conld be trained to work as chainmen ,and could be entrusted 
with the safe carriage of instruments. 

The .. geology of the Astrolabe l'lfineral Field has been 
described by'Carne (1913), Stanley (1911, 1917), Hooper (1941) 
and ?isher (1941). Pr2.ctic~·~lly all the known ore-occurrences 
in the field have been described in a more recent report by 
King (1950), \'lho st~m.r;·arised the worl~ of the earlier wri~ers 
and supplemented it with the resu.lts of his 01tffi examination 
of the field. However, there are no detailed geological maps 
of most of the Ir:ine areas and, i.'lith the exceptioh of Lalo~i 
and Moresby King, the geological information shovln on the plans 

'presenter], \vith this report is based la:rgely on the observations 
of the geophysical party. The resident geologist, the late 
Nr. Edwards, has worked in the area, and the following summary 
is based t~ some extent on discussions with him. 

The Astrolabe area is occupied mainly by a. large 
body. of gabbro w~·.\ich is overlain by il succession of folded 
sediments. In parts of the area, for e,xarr:ple in the neighbour-
hood of the Sapphire-Horesby King Mine, the sediments form roof 
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pendants on top of the gabbro. It is generally considered that 
the gabbro is intrusive; King suggests thatthis is true of at 
least the fine-grained phase. 

The sediments D.re tuffaceous in some :places and 
calcareous in others; they are disturbed by nruch fracturing 
and shearing and, in conse~:uence7 their attitude is difficult 
to determine. The age of the sediments is uncertain. 

Hooper (1941) reported that no more than 90,000 tons 
of ore had been vlOn on the whole field. Examina tion of the 
available reports indicates that the prob~bl~ore reserves can 
be set at ap~)rOXil1;ately 300,OCO tons, of \oJhich Laloki 
contributes 265,000 tons (Fisher, 19lt1), Dubuna 28,500 tons 
(Hooper, 1941), 8ap,~hire-l"10resby King 9000 tons (Fisher, 1941) 
and Hount Diamond 2000 tons (Stanley, 1917). Hinor areas 
such as Pari and Federal Fla::; could yield small par'cels of ore. 

In all the areas examined by the geophysic~l survey, 
the deposits consist of massive copper-be2ring pyrite occ~rring 
within the sedin~ent2.ry rocks. Ore-l)odies are ?lso known to 
exist in gabbro, for exari..ple 2.t iViount Cook a'nd Victoria Hampton 
(in part), '~vhich lie north of the Sa.pphire Creek Camp. liThe', 
]£!?sibiJ,.ityexists "'0'.' that any of the known deposits may 
persist Qlong fractures in the gabbro either laterally or in 

',depth. The ]J'obabi+ity of this is sTI'all in view of the many . 
ore occurrences that do not extend into the ga.bbro. it (King 1950). 

Each of the ore-bodies is closely associated H'ith 
a gabbro cont2.ct but there are no obvious major structural 
features of gabbro, or sediments which mighthave controlled ore 
deposition. The ore bodies are generally lenticular with 
irregular outlines which produce rapid v2.riations in size. 
Such features ;Lead rrlost observers to Sl.1.gsest t;hat sElall showings 
could lead to ore-bodies comparable in ~ize to Laloki. 

The Astrolabe Range is prominent to the east due to 
a cappine of horizontally-bedded volcanic agglomerate consisting 
mainly of andesitic fragments. There is no outcrop close to 
mineralised areas but huge boulders derived from this formation 
are scattered over the surface of the Laloki and Federal Flag 
areas. Hany smaller ones are buried in transported soil • 

. ' 

3. Q.~O.PHY§l..Q .. Ak METHODS 

Nagnetic Hethod 

Fisher (1941) dre1.r! attention to the occurrence ,of 
pyrrhotite in the typical ores of the field and q~oted a report 
from Dr. F.L. 3tillwell recording magnetite from the Laloki 
ore. On this evidence the magnetic Ii.lethod was considered 
suitable for 10CE:.ting sulphide minerc..lisation at Laloki and 
other mines. Success of the rr~ethod depends on the effect of 
the magnetic miherals of an ore-body in disturbi~g the earth's 
magnetic field. Ii L1c:.rkecl contrast must exist bet'veen the 
magnetic properties of the ore-body and those of surrounding 
rocks. 

Specimens of ore from all the areas examined were 
1 tested and found to be weakly magnetic. However 2 some strongly 
) magnetic specimens ricrh in magnetite were observed in the' 

Laloki ore-body and on dumps near the old 'vorlcings at Dubuna. 
I~ is likely that concentrations of magnetite dispersed 
throughout the ore-bodies are mainly responsible for the 
magnetic anomalies observed. I~ all areas the gabbro was 
found to be weakly magnetic, \vith sor!:e moderately magnetic 
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" .. specimens particularly from the fine-grained chilled margin. 
In genera1 7 the intensity of magnetisation of the gabbro is 
approximately e~ual to that of the ores but the sedimentary 
rocks are relCltively non-ma:;netic. Hence gabbro contacts 
are'easily located by the magnetic method but useful pros-

, pecting for ore must be confined to the sedimentary roof
pendants. The intense magnetism of the scattered boulders 
of a3g1omer2.te tends to mask the magnetic effects of the 
La loki and Federal Flag ore-bodies. Ho",ever, other areas Ivere 
not affected in this way. 

The magnetic survey consisted. of making relative 
measurements of the vertical intensity of the earth's magnetic 
,field with a Watts vertical intensity magnetometer. Heading? 
were taken at intervals of ,25 feet along traverses at 100-foot 
separation. A typic.::~l magnetic anomaly is illustrated on 
Plate 21. The magnetic profile shows the variations of 
vertical intensity along section A-A I across the Hount Diarr,ond 
ore-body. The profile calculcl.ted for an as s'l.1.med magnetic 
body is sholdn for comparison 'i'lith the observed profile along 
section A-A'. It will be noted that in eacn profile there is 

, a strong positive peak and a strong negative trough. The form 
-, of the profile is due partly to the shape and dip of the ore-
. Ltbody but @mainlyC§to the inclination of the earth's field 

and the strilr.e of tile ore-body. In low magnetic latitudes 7 

that is ,(-lhere the anGle of inclination of the earth's field is 
sm.all, a n!agnetised body will norn~ally have a north (positive) 
polari ty at its n,::>rthern end and a sot'!,th (nege.ti ve) polari ty at 
i~s southern end, and will therefore give rise to the type of 
anome.ly illustrated • 

~'-

.§§If:.2.<l.te~j;i_al_, Methoq 

The self-potential method is of value for the 
detection of a. sulphide body which, is ii.'1tersected by the level 
of the \vater table. The portion of the body in the zone of 
circulating waters above that level undergoes oxida.tion and as 
a res1.'!.lt of this process e,£C oxidati"'(:)g the body becomes a source 
of small electric currents, vlnich-froVI downwards uithin the 
body and then upwards and out\.<J'ards through the surrounding earth. 
The current flow is investigated by making potential measurements 
on the surface. The usual 'effect observed over an oxidising' 
sulphide body is a centre of negative potential. 

In the self-potential work of the present survey, 
accurate and consistent measurements of the potentials were 
possible because of good ground contacts due to damp surface 
conditions, and although most of the self-potential anomalies 
observed were small it is considered that they should not be 
disregarded. 

Ec;uipot~Ati~tJ,.-line Method 

The ore-bodY,at Laloki is' an almost-pure massive 
sulphide body and can therefore be exyected to have an elect
rical conductivity much greater than the surrounding tuffaceous 
rocks. Two methods of locating such a buried'condnctor were 
tried. 

In the first, knovr.a as the equipotential-line method~ 
an altern2.ting current is applied to the ground through two 
electrodes and the flow of current between the electrodes is 
investigated by tracing e~uipotential lines on the surface 

~~~&ween the electrodes. This is done by means of a pair of 
..t~ movable, electrodes and em am;,:>lifier(i) A trial of the method 

on the Laloki area showed that it was not practicable to trace 
eqUipotential lines over a surface covered with either high 
kunai (grass) or thick vine-covered scrub, and that it \'lould 
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be necessary to use methods which confine the observations to 
previously cleared straight-line traverses • 

.P_o t illtja 1 ::.<i.r....9..P. - r..5l.t i 0 Me thad 

In this method the observations are made along 
straight-line traverses. Alternating current from a portable 
gener3.tor is applied to the ground through two power electrodes. 
The power electrodes are placed at'a separation of three-quarters 
of a mile' or more, so that the distant electrode is virtually 
at infinity 2.nd only the potential distribution due to the near 
electrode need be considered. The presence of a conducting 
body with Q much~r conductivity than that of the surrounding 
country rock will prod1..~ce an anoL:.aly in the potential distrib .. 
ution at the s'L'.rface. In practice, the potential distribution 
is,investigated by. comparing potential drops across successive 
intervals along a traverse. .A set of three probe electrodes 
is used "lith an A.C. bridge circuit, ""hich gives the ratio of the 

, potential drop between the front and centre electrodes to the 
'potential drop between the centre and rear electrodes. A 
potential ratio profile is obtained from measurements made at 
eQual intervals alone the traverse. 

To illustrate the layout usually adopted for the 
method, reference may be made to the plan of the Laloki area 
(Plate 2), where, for example, E1 represents the position of 
the near po\ver electrode for the trav.erses included in Block 1, 
the distant power electrode being well removed to the west of 
the area shol,·rn. The :results of the n:.easurements, in the form 
of potential ratio profiles,ar~ illustr~ted in Plate 7. 

A disa~vantage of the potential-drop-ratio method 
is its marlced sensitivity to variations in the conductivity 
of near-surface formations. This disadvantage may be overcome 
by means of the return survey technique, which was used at 
Laloki for the tra vers'es in Block 2. \'Ii th the near power 
electrode at E2 thettaverses were first read from west to east. 
Then, i-lith both power electrod.es lLOved to similar positions 
on the eastern side of the block of traverses (E2 1 shows the 
second position of the near power electrode) the traverses were 
reC'.d in the oPPosite direction to give a reverse pr,ofile of 
potential ratios,., By taking the average of the forward 
and reverse profile~ (as illustrated in Plate 7 for Block 2 
of the Laloki profiles) the effects of near-surface variations 
should be eliminated e.nd any anomalies remaining in the 

, residual curve should be due only to deeper conducting bodies. 

ElectromM,net ic ~\iethod -- ...-

At the time of the survey, no electromagnetic 
el.:.uipment ''las available for use on this project although it was 
evident that the rt.ethod might be usefully employed. It was 
thought that the other n:.ethods used would be a:l~uate 0 In any 
further survey it ,vould be advisable to use th~ elect'romagnetic 
method to supplement the results obtained by other methods, 
especially as the results from the eQuipotential line and 
potential rrethods were not particularly useful. 

4. 1,ALOKl. AJW:A 

L"oC,Sit:t..® allq. Geowgy 

The Laloki lee.se is situated near the headvlaters of 
Sapphire Creek about t\vO miles south of the Sapphire Creek 
Camp. Gabbro is present about 1,COO feet north of the open
cut, The ore-body has been described in detail by Hooper 
and Fisher. It is exposed in the open-cut where its strike 
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is roughly north-east and its dip averages 4-50 to the north-
west. North of the open-cut, the strike changes to north 
as the body plu~ges into the hill. (Plates 2 and 3). 

Re_sJ·l.tt.§.._of J.2t2.. Suri(~ 
During the 1949 senson, c', detailed magnetic survey 

'.vas r,lad l3 of the Laloki area (Oldhal!l, 1950). One strong 
magneti(! anomaly was observed over the sOP.th-western end of 
the kno"lm ore-body and another Ivell-defined anomaly of 120 
ganmias, referred to as the' northern anomaly, 'vas fotmd centred 
at 205. 5E/202N. The northern anomaly ll,ay be due to sulphides 
forming an extension of the m!own Laloki ore-body or to a mass 
of gabb:ro. The former possibility was favoured by Oldham 
becat1.se the anon;aly a.Pl)ears to be separated from the strong 
anor;·.aliI3s caused by the gabbro to the north, and furthermore 
it is s:Ltuated on the northern line of extension of the known 
ore-body (Plate 3). The southern limit of the gabbro is not 
known f()r certain but is proba.bly~oltm by the line in Plate 2 
n,arking the bound2.ry of the irregular magnetic disturbances due 
to gabbro. No mineralisation has been reported near the northern 
anomaly,. Costeans were dug on t:raverses 202N and 203N as 
shovm in Plate 3, but these re'vealed only tra.nsported material 
tQ a depth of at least eighteen feet. 

The magnetic survey showed also a strong anomaly at 
193E on traverse 194N. There vias no obvious explanation for 
this southern anoF,8.ly but it \/as considered 'worthy of further 
investigation. 

The self-potential sU.rvey of the Lalold area in 194-9 
showed only one anoD:aly. This "ras observed over the ore 
exposed in the open cut. The remainder of the ore-body, 
proba.bly because it was be 1m,] the water table and therefore' 
not undE~r~oing oxidation, produced no self-potential effects 
(Plate 6). 

]v!stgnet ic: Survey 

The southern anoILlaly was examined further by taking 
magnetic: readings a.long two adc.Uti0nal traverses, 193N and 
195N. These results are shovm oj,! Plate 4, together .v/ith the 
profile~: of the 194-9 survey. The additional results indicate 
that thj.s anomaly extends from traverse 192N to traverse 195N. 
A small outcrop of the typical weathered form of the g.:l.bbro was 
found 'and was later shovm to be more extensive (Plate 2), and 
the anomaly can be attributed ",ith cGrtainty to a lenticular 
mass of gabbro. Additional magnetic readings along traverse 
195N gave no further information about the southern end of the 
Laloki eire-body. 

e,.oj!.?.l1.llil.:'1'_a t io ..§!.1~ 

It was hoped that the high electrical conductivity 
of the n~assive sulphides of the Laloki ore-body I·rould make it 
possible, to determine the extent of the ore-body by application 
of the potential-ratio method. The portion of the Laloki 
area sUI'veyed by this method is shown on Plate 2 ahd includes 
the known ore-body and the northern magnetiC anomaly. The 
results are shm·m as potential-ratio profiles on Plate 70 

, In Block 1 five traverses were read; the profiles 
show man.y irregular variations due probc.-,bly to variations in 
the conductivity of the near-surface layers, and do not appear 
to show any useful correlation vlith the knovm ore-body, except 
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possibly for the anomaly centred at 206E/197N, which could 
be caused by the lode outcrop in the open-cut. 

The three traverses of Block 3 similarly shov' only 
irregular surface effects. The return survey technique was 
employed on the fivG traverses of Black 2. The residual 
curves obtained by averaging the forward and reverse profiles 
show that, with the surface effects eliminated, no significant 
features remain which could indicate a deepe.r conducting body. 

The application of the method has failed to give 
any addi.tional information with regard to the northern limits 
of the Laloki oTe-body. 

Stgl.lil.~.J'L 0 f Re s ul t s. 

The southern magnetic anomaly was shown to be .caused 
by a lenticular !nass of gabbro. The northern magnetic anomaly 
observed in 1949 may be regarded as indicating either a 
northerly extension of the Laloki ore-body or a body of gabbro. 
Although. the potential-ratio method failed to 10c2.te any 
extension of the Laloki ore-body, it is believed that this is 
due to poor depth penetration caused by thick irregular layers 
of transported material on the surface. It is possible that 
the electromagnetic method might give useful results in this 
area. . As e~uipment was not available for this survey, the 
Il.:.ethod was not tested. 

Drilli!1E;,._Reg.9.~1!Le..n~ions 

The only reconm:endation that can be made on the basiS 
of the geophysical results is for the testing of the northern 
1I1agnetic, anomaly a A vertical drill-hole loc8.ted at 2050 5E/202N 
would bE: sufficient to show whether the anomaly is caused by 
gabbro c'r a sl1.lphide body, and any additional drilling in the 
area 1:lol'.ld be largely determined by the results of this test 
hole •. 

5. MORESBY ... KING AREA 

Geology 

In this report, the name Moresby King is applied to 
the arec. sh01.vn in Plate 9, i,'lhich inclu.des both the Horesby 
King anet the Sapphire workin~s. The geophysical work done in 
1949 i .. Ta~; supplemented durinG the 1950 season by a close 
geologic:al exaricination of the gabbro contact. The mapping 
of this contact showed that gabbro encircles the areaas shown 
in PlatEls 8 and' 9. . 

The island of sedimentary rocks consists of impure 
limestones arid tuffs which are fragmental in places. The 
sulphidE! mineralisation, which occurs along the upper slope 
of a ridge, was described by Fisher (1941) as sho\ving a 
tendency to develop into large bulges in some places, with 
lesser CInes in others. The lode is generally flat-lying, 
lenticular in habit, and is not continuous throughout the 
mineralj.sed area. The undergrQ1.md vlOrkings are now inaccess
ible, bnt from the plans of Fisher (1941) arid Hooper (1941) 
it has been deduced that the location of the known mineral
isation is as sh01,m in Plates 11 and 13. 

geophysical Resu~ 

.Q§..neral 

Magnetic and self.-potential surveys of the Moresby 
'0 7 



King ar(~a were c':'1.rried out in 1949. No additional geophysical 
observations were made in 1950 and the following discussion deals 
with th!; 1949 results, which have been re-exal!:1ned and are 
presented in the form of magnetic and self-potential contour 
plans in Plates 11 and 13 respectively. 

!:fagne t ie .Surve.l:, 

The magnetic contour plan shows four ,,"eak magnetic 
anon.ali(~s. Anoll.aly I is centred at 153E/d19N and, as pOinted 
out by, Oldham, could indicate either ari apophysis of the gabbro 
or 2. sulphide body containing magnetic I::linerals. Anomaly II 
occurs over the knOioJn mineralised zone and is probably due to 
magnetie minerals included in the sulphide ore. .Anomaly III 
can be eorrelated ",ith the drilling inforu'lation presented by 
Hooper (1941). The centre of the aJ.'lon:aly is located at 
156. 5E/;~28N. Borehole No" 3, south of the anor!~aly, passed 
through 10 feet of sulphide at 93 feet and borehole No. 5 passed 
through mineralised chert from 57 to 143 feet. It is likely 
that thG anomaly is caused by a srl~all zone of mineralisation. 
Anon.aly IV, centred at 156. 5E/232N, is superimposed on the .more 
general magnetic grc:.dient due to the underlying gabbro" This 
anomaly is of sffiall extent and corresponds to a mineralised 
zone knovll1 from old Moresby King \1orkings" 

Near the Sapphire \./orkings, t""l0 small negative centres 
separatE~d by an area of positive potential ,,,ere observed. The 
negativo centres are at 155E/224N and 157 .. 5E/226N and they agree 
closely in position with magnetic anomaly II and with the known 
mineraLLsation. Another self-potential negative centre at 
156. 5E/;~32N similarly agrees in position with ll,agnetic anomaly 
IV and with the miner2lisation known from the· Horesby King 
workingB. 

Sumriiary_ of Results 

Four small magnetic anomalies were observed, three of 
which (:n, III and IV) can be related to known ore occurrences • 
. AnomaliE~s II and IV are accompaniecl by self-potential anorr.alies. 
The absence of a self-potential anomaly associ2.ted \vith magnetic 
anomaly III is explained by the fact that the mineralisation 
is shown by the drilling to be below the water tableo By 
compari~;on with the r est11ts over the knovll1 occurrences or ore 7 

. magnetic: anomaly I may be regarded as a possible indication of 
a sulph:l.dc body. The chance of the anomaly being cEttlsed by 
gabbro eannot however be ruled out. 

Dr illjJlK_B~mmende..t i.9...!l§. 

The only possible evidence of a previously unknown 
ore-body is ma:::;netic· anom3.ly I, which should be tested by a 
vertical drill-hole at 152.9E/219N. 

6 • .Ef:ii.I?..&~L FLAG AREA 

1.91LW0 n_a..ll.cLQ.e.,910 gy 

The Federal Fla~ Area, formerly known as Astrolabe, 
is about one and a half miles east of Sap~)hire Creek Camp and 
about 300 yards south of Rouna Road, as shown in Plate 1. 
Small pc·.rcels of rich oxidised ore were won from Federal Flag, 
but owir.lg to the present collapsed state of the workings and 
lack of mining records, no information is available as to the 
nature elf the ore-body. The gOSSEl-n shown in Plate 14 was 
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mapped by the geophysical party and is identical with the east-
," striking lode outcrop reported by both Fisher (1941) and King 

(1950). It occurs in sediments vlhich are bounded to the north, 
e.:::.st and south by g2:.bbro outcrops. Some scattered agglomerate 
boulders oc,:ur in the eastern part of the area. 

Ha.K.QetJ..q .. B..~_~)J;.lts 

The magnetic method only vlaS used and four traverses 
bearing north and two traverses bearing east "f,v-ere surveyed 0 

The nrofiles (Plate 14) show noanomalies which could be 
attributed to ore-bodies except possibly the two minor peaks 
at 97 .. 75'E/1 02N and 1 OOE/1 01 .5N which coincide ",ith the gossan 
outcrop. 

The ma.gnetic results appear to be associ,;:.ted mainly 
with underlying gabbro.. The stron~:; n:agnetic gradient in the 
area suggests a north-easterly dip of the gabbro basement. 
Towards the northern ends of traverses 10GE cmd 101 E however, 
the magnetic valtles pass throl~gh a sharp minimum and then tend 
to rise suddenly, probably indic3.ting a fault or escarpment in 
the gabbro which brings it close to the surface north-east of 
the workin:::;s.. A line hes been dra.wn on the plan to show the 
bound2.ry of the IT:.agnetic disturbances apparently caused by near
surface gabbro. 

No drilling reco"Lmenda t ions are rr!ade for this area. 

7. HECTOR AREA 

l.ocation an<L G..~olq.,gz 

The Hector Area is about 13 miles east of 'Port' :Moresby 
and close to the junction of the Rigo and Houna Roads as shown 
in Plate 1. It is the most accessible mining area in the 
Astrolabe field. ' 

The mineralised areas exist in a sedimentary outcrop 
bounded to the east and west by 'gabbro outcrops (Plate 15). 
A zone of felspathised tuffs is adjacent to the western gabbro 
contact. The areas have been mined ruainly for oxides. 

The lode in the western mineralised area is reported 
by Carne (1913) to have been tested to a depth of 30 feet and 
over .. a hmgth of 90 feet.. The lode i"5 described as striking 
N360 W and, dip:::>ing at apploximately LI'50 to the south-tv-est; 
its vJidth is re-;,::>orted to be from two to eight feet. The 
eastern mineralised area is not mentioned by Carne, but King 
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ec or 13ase s own 1.n a e 1.S ase on 0 serva 1.ons -0'~\ e / t.ll 
geophysi(~al party. It vias not possible to locate the lode with 
certaint:r or to identify the n~ine workings described by Carne. 

Ge...Q.2..hY s i..9 a 1 Ji~.§JJJ t.E., 

Ma .. g,ne..tJ .. c_ ,13..1!J'vey 

Magnetic readings vlere made on five traverses. The 
results, are shown in the forru of profiles in Plate 16. The 
high values in the western part of the area are attributable 
to gabbro outcrops.. In the eastern part of the area the 
readings are very disturbed and suggest a more extensive gabbro 
influenco than the plotted outcrop would indicate. There is 
a strong magnetic gradient fron: high values in the west'to low 
values in the east. 

Although the results show mainly the effects of the 
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gabbro., <Jne anorr:aly has been 0 bserved which is proqably due to 
an ore-body and not to gabbro. This anomaly is shown by the 
prominent peak at '99.75\'J on line 978 and less definitely by 
feat1..1.res on lines 988 and 100S. The axis of the anorlialy strikes 
north-north-w'est, as shmm in Plate 15. The anoli1aly may be 
closely correlated with gossan outcrops and the former "'lOrlcings 
and does not therefore indicate any hitherto unknown ore-body. 
Near the eastern workings the wagneiic profiles are so disturbed 
by gabbro the.t an anoElaly d1.l..e to an ore-body w01.l..1d probably not 
be distinguished. 

Self-potential readings i:Tere ma.de alon~ five traverses. 
In general., the profiles are flat (Plate 17). 'A sffiall negative 
anomaly is sholiTn on traverses 97S and 98s and ca.n be corlelated 
"'i th the gos san outc rops and the eastern workings as shovm in 
Plate 1 5. i~o self-potential anomaly was, obtained' over the 
w~stern ~orkings, suggesting that the ore-body there lies 
entirely below the water table • 

. Qymma£Y--!?J, Besults 

A magnetic anon,~aly observed over the '¥lestern workings 
is probably d1.1e to the known ore-body. Near the eastern 
workings a small self-potential anomaly was observed but the 
magnetiC results show large irregular variations, probably due 
to the nl:larby gabbro 0 The survey has prod1.l..ced no evidence of 
additional ore-bodies and consequently no drilling recOll..rllendation 
is, made .for the area. 

8. 'pJm.m~A AREA 

Geo~ 

The Dubuna. block 0 f sediments is bounded to the south-, 
west and north-east and probably underlain by the same type of 
gabbro that occurs throughout the Astrolabe field. The basalt 
dyke mar}-;:ecl on an old plan by Cc..rne ,(1913) is probably the 
chilled margin of the north-eastern gabbro mass shown in Plate 
18. The south-western gabbro body crops out about 800 feet 
S01.1th-we:3t of the main open··cut and is characterised by steep 
topography. 

The workings referred to by ~arne (1913) and Stanley 
(1911) have been obliterated by open··cutting, and the mine plans 
and reco:rds of later developulent have been lost. Carne 
described tlVO lodes ""hose strikes converge to the north-\vest; 
No.1, striking N400 \1 and dipping S500W at a low angle, and 
No.2, striking N600Wand dipping N300E at 750. Ey taking 
into account all the available s-tf.rface evidence, the positions 
of these' lodes have been (approximatelf\determined! as shown in --(if 
Plate 18. According to Stanley, the ore occurs in lenses 
which va::~y considerably in thickness, from a few inches up to 
10 or 12 feet. Some reference is made by both Carne and 
Stanley to workings in Nabi's GullYe 

Geophysical~e~l~ 

§.,umn,ar"y" of Rjtsul t s _Qf 1 949 Survey 

The 1949 S1.1.rvey consisted of magnetic and self
potential readings along traverses 194N to 203N and was described 
by Oldhalr. (1950). A strong magnetic gradient due to the 
gabbro baserhent was found to persist throughout the area 
surveyed and tended to obscure some small anoffialies which were 
'obse:cved in the viCinity of the old mine workings and considered 
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to be dt:l.s to sulphide ore. Jeast of the workings the magnetic 
profile~: became strongly disturbed and indicated a sharp boundary 
of intrt:l.sive gabbro probably associated with a fault or dyke. 

The self-potential survey showed several anomalies, 
but most: of theLj, B.re very small. A definite anomaly at 
101 .5E/199N was located close to the floor of the open-cut and, 
together l"]i th smaller anorllalies on traverses 200N and 201 N, 
suggestE:d a stllphide body extending in a northerly direction. 
There vIE'.S evidence )from a collapsed, E1.di~ of previous iiforkings 
in this locality. South of the open-cut, another series of 
anomaliE:s suggested a second line of mineralisation, following 
roughly a line of old prospecting pits. 

The S1.1rvey of the previous year was extended to 
exan:ine the mining area north-west of traverse 203N, and an 
additior~l area to the south to cover the line of old prospecting 
pits, which extends into Nabi I s Gully. The rCtagnetic vertical 
force profiles have been 1acluded I'lith those of the 194-9 work 
and the .;f:'I:l.-l-l- results for the whole area are shown in Plate 19. 
The adcUtional profiles exhibit the fairly steep gradient due 
to undel~lying gabbro and in the north-east the 'irregular 
disturbances characteristic of gabbro suggest that a fault or 
dyke brj.ngs the gabbro close to the surface. The boundary 
of th,e near-surface' gabbro inferr'ed from the magnetic results 
is outlined in Plate 18. 

An examination of the profiles for the area shows 
the pre~:ence of several small anomalies which are considered 
significant because they persist for considerable distances. 
Owing to the general r;.agnetic gradient, the determination of 
the tr1.w breadth and magnitude of the anomalies is difficult 
and for this reason only the axes of the anomalies have been 
plotted on the plan (Plate 18). In deciding on the positions 
of the 'cLnor;laly axes it has been neces sary to take into account 
the fact (referred t~ ;in Section 3 of this report) that the 
anomaly due to a magnetised body in low ~ti tudes vIill normally 
comprisE~ a neg.ltive trough as well as a pos:iCive peak. 

In the central part of the area, t\VO anomalies 
(C and D) have been traced. The position of anor:;aly D agrees 
closely with the assumed position of the No. 2 lode described' 
by CarnE~. Anomaly C (in part) strikes approximately parallel 
to (;arn(~ I s No. 1 lode and extends to the south-vlest through 
a group of prospecting pits. These anomalies are probably 
related to previously known OCClurences of sulphide ore 0 

Anomaly A has been traced for a distance of over 
1 ,500 fl~et. It may be caused by an irregularity of the 
underly:Lng gabbro or a gabbro dyke which comes close to ',",1 ' 

the surface along this line. Carne refers to a IIbasaltil dyke 
west of the Nabi I s Gully u'orkings bl1.t does not indicate its 
position. No evidence of a dyke was found by a careful 
geologieal examination of the area and tl:).e possibility remains 
that th(~ anomaly may be due to sulphides. The nature of the 
body causing the anomaly could be determined by shallow testing 
at a few selected pOints elong the axis of the anomaly. 

Although of only small intenSity, Anomaly B has been 
mention(:ld because of its persistence for a distance of more 
than 200 feet. It is apparently caused by a shallow magnetic 
body and could be tested by costeaning. Anomaly E occurs 
near several old prospecting pits, in one of which sulphide 
specimens were observed, and may ~ndicate shallow mineral
isation. 
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Self-.pot,enti~.J $.g,rvey 

The previous self-potential survey was extended to 
include the additional traverses. The profiles along these 
traversE~s together with those of the 1949 survey are shown 
'in Plate 20. The additional profiles sholtl numerous small 
features, but it is considered that the only anomalies which 
may be of si~nificance are those already referred to by Oldham 
(1950). These are TIla.rked on Plate 18 and, as they occur near 
the previous workings and prospecting pits, probably do not 
indicate any hitherto undiscovered ore-bodies. 

S~ r':Lg!_JlELsul ts 

The magnetic results show to a considerable extent 
the influence of the underlying gabbro but five low-intertsity 
magnetic anomalies have been observed 'which may be due to . 
sulphide· mineralisation. Three of the magnetic anon-,alies and 
two self-potential anomalies occur over or near the mine 
workings and appear to be related to the mineralisation reported 
by Carne· and others. Of the other two magnetic anomalies, 
one shOW's ~Jersistence in length of over 1500 feet and is 
consider'ed 1i/orth:w of further investigation by costeaning or 
drilling:. 

Test~~~i1gQgmmendations 

As the magnetic anomaly·A appears to be due to a 
shallow seated body, it could probably be.adequately tested 
by costeans located as follows ~-

(1) Along traverse 196N centred at 95E; (2) along traverse 
203N centred at 98.5E, and (3) along traverse 189N centred 
at 95E:. 

Drilling would not be recomI!lended unless the costean
ing failed to reveal the cause of the magnetic anomaly and the 
need arose for tests to greater depths, or unless sulphide 
bodies w·ere discovered. In the latter event, a fairly 
comprehensive drilling prograIlm~e 1,,'lould be needed to investigate 
the full extent of the bodies. 

9. JiQUNT DIJ.HOND ARE! 

~~tion and Geology 

The Hount Diamond Area is situated three miles due sou.th 
of Laloki on l1aiberi Creek, as shown in Plate 1. Access from 
the Sapphire Creek Camp is by vehicle along Houna and Rigo roads 
to the Dubuna track and thence to Chapma.n's farm. It is 
necessary to walk the remaining mile to the minefl The total 
distance from Sapphire Creek Camp is abont thirteen miles. 

The geological mapping and surface contouring carried 
out by the party is sho\ffi in Plates 21 and 22. The country 
rock is sedin.entary and gabbro crops out to the south of the 
area. Carne (1913) described a body of sulphide about 30 feet 
thick j striking N770 E for a length of) about 125 feet and dIpping 

#at 420 in a direction N170 W; it was not proved in length or 
depth. . Mine workings indicate that SOule exploratory work 
was done after Carne and Gtanley rr;ade their reports, but no 
records are available. The work may have outlined the whole 
body though only ricij oxides were sought. Carne's original 
sections show the main· tunnel to be 120 feet belovl the main 
shaft collar but this is difficult to reconcile with the surface 
contouring done by the geophysical party \·lhich shows that the 
main tunnel cannot b.e ulore than 80 fe·et below the pr.esent collar 
of th~ lliain sh~ft. •• 12' 
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M~netic . .e..urvey 

The traverses were pegged at right-angles to the 
reported strike of the ore-·body and an area of 22 acres was 
st~rveyed. The magnetic profiles are sho\<ln in 'Plate 23. 
On traver'se 101E a strong anomaly was observed over the known 
portion of the ore-body and there can be no doubt that the 
anomaly is cCl.'l'.sed by the ore -body. F'rorJ an inspection of . 
profiles 99E to 104E it is clear that theTe is a well-defined 
anomaly continuing for a distance of about 500 feet in a 
direction. approxin:ately at right angles to the traverses 0 

The ClOSE correlation between the magnetic anomaly and the 
ore-body as mapped by Garne is sho'v'ln in Plate 21 I'~JU the 
magnetic contour plan and_BY'" the section A-A' • The fairly 
regular forE, of the profiles makes it unlikely that the anomaly 
is due teo gabbro. Furthermore, no agglomerate boulders are 
present. 

The magnetic contours indic~te that the length of the 
ore-body along its strike is probably much greater than was 
reporte~ by Carne. From· examination of the typical magnetic 
profile a.long section A-A' acros s the centre of the anomaly it 
is conclt:'.ded that the ore-body also has a gre:.l. ter depth extent 
than was proved by the forrller mining operations. The magnetic 
profile has been compared "lith theoretical profiles for .Q-i-:t::.f,.eorent 
assumed Iilagnetic bodies and it has been found that a close 
ap~Jroxirclc.tion to the observed profile would be produced by a 
uniformly magnetised body of considerable length and w:ith a 
cross-section as shOl<1n in Plate 21. The 1i.ssun~ed body dips to 
the north at 300

7 has a thickness of 30 feet and a depth extent '. 
(measured in the direction of dip) of 100 feet. In calculating 
the theoretical profile, the effect of the surface topography 
has been taken into account. 

By a.ssuming that the magnetic body approximates to 
. the form adopted in calculating the theoretical profile, the 
position of the axis of the body has been determined as shown 
in the mctgnetic contour plan (Plate 21). Vertical drill holes 
put dO'vTn along this line should pass through 'the centre of the 
body. 1~he length of this line indicates a probable length of 
the ore-body of approximately 500 feet. 

Self-pot~~tial S~rvey 
." 

The results of the self-potential survey, presented. 
in the form of profiles in Plate 24- and contot!rs in. Plate 21, 
show. I' thEl presence of a strong well-defined anorz~aly consisting 
of a positive as well as a negative centre. The self-potential 
anomaly occu;.Jies practically the same position as the magnetic 
anomaly; it is elo.ngated in the approxililate direction of strike 
of the known ore--body and can be attribu.ted \"rith certainty to 
that ore--body. The self-potential contou.rs confirm the 
magnetic evidence of an easterly extensioh of the ore-body 
beyond the limits mapped by Came. 

A detailed analysiS of the 9rofile along section 
B':'B' has been carried out 'l~s ing the li ethod of de \'Ji tte (1948) 
and appl:ring corrections for topography in the manner described 
by Yungul (1950). This ri:ethod of analysis gives a direct 
determirultion of the position in both plan and section, of the 
centre of the body responsible for the anomaly, and also the 
dip of the body. In practice, .i t is found that the centre of 
the body so determined is the mid-point of the section of the 
ore-body made. by the plane of the water table. The corrections 
for topo~raphy applied in the analysis ccm~10t be regarded as 
accurate as it has been necessary to calculate them on the 
assumptil)n of a uniformly slOlJing plane" for the ground surface • 
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An estimate of the depth extent of the self-potential 
body has been obtaJned by considerinG ,it to be a thin dip}ing 
sheet and by calculating theoretical profiles by the method 
described by Edge and Laby (1931). The centre of the body and 
the angle of dip were assumed to be those derived from 
de \"Jitte's analysis and the len:sth of the body along its 
strike 'VIas taken as 400 feet. Reasonable apl)roxiri;ations. to 
the observed curves were obtained by assuming the depth of the 
body measured down the dip to be 100 feet in section B-B'.· 

, ' 

The self-potential body restllting frOLl the above , 
interpretation is shown in the section B-B' and the plan position 
of the axis of the body \vhich has been traced for a distance of 
about 350· feet, is shO\m in the self-potential contour plan 
(Plate 21). . 

. ' 

The probable ore-body deduced from the self-'ootential 
results is in virtually the sall'e position as, b1.'!.t ,.,ith- a 
shallower dip than, the supposed magnetic body. It is also 
apparent that the magnetic axis extends about 150 feet further 
west than, the self-potential axis. 

The interpretations of the two methods differ in some 
respects,~ ~e differences are not regarded as significant 
and are probably due to the li~itations of the self-potential 
D!ethod 'which result from the, depenG.ence of the self-potential 
effects,on the position of the water table in relation to the 
ore-body. The self-potential results art;l in'l)Ortant in that 
they confirm the easterly extension of the ore-body ~nd the 
extension down the dip to the north. 

8umm§1J'...Y.. . .Q.f Result..§. 

Near the Mount Diamond mine workings, strong and 
well-defined magnetic and self-potential anowalies were observed 
and a d'3tailed geophysical interpretation was possible. It 
has bee:':1 shown that the anon,alies can be accounted for by an 
ore-body striking east and dip)ing at about 200 into the hill 
in a no:rtherly direction. It is likely that the body extends 
along the strike for about 500 feet and for about 100 feet down r 
the dip or in other ,'lords to a level abo1.1..t 130 feet below the 
present collar of the main shaft. 

Both the self-potential <:l.nd u'iagnetic anomalies are 
'clearly related to the known ore-body and show that the ore-body 
extends for a ~reater distance along the strike and probably 
has a g:r:-eater depth extent than llould be expected from the 
existing reports on the mine. The geophysical results will 
provide definite targets for any future drilling programme 
desi::.;ned to prove the full extent of the ore-body. 

pr i l)JJl1LJiE?.CODlE end..i~tt.i_9n.§. 

In order to test the geophysical results it is 
proposed that four vertical drill holes be put dO\m in the 
following positions :-

P.D.H. 1 
P.D.H. 2 
PoD.H. 3 
P.D.H. If. 

Co-ordinates of collar 

103.25E / 98.208 
99.50E / 97.908 

101.30E / 970858 
102.20E / 98.408 

Holes lIJOS. 11 2 and 4 would test the longitudinal 
extent of the body and No. 3 its depth extent. 
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LQ,Q.sLtio.1l SJ.:ld .G_e.ologx 

The lease known as Pari is approximately half-a-mile 
west of MOtUlt Diamond. It is reached by a jeep-track which 
branches from the Dubuna Road cmd continues to Chapman's Farm. 
A walk,i.n,~ track then continues for 4lto yards to the mine-workings, 
as shown in Plate 22.' 

The area is heavily timbered and deeply dissected, 
resulting in very difficult surveying conditions. A gossan 
trendin:~ east lies roughly parallel to a nearby east-striking 
gabbro I~ontact. The gossan has been prospected by a shaft and 
two tunnels and a 10-foot winze from the bottom turu1el is reported 
by Carne (1913) to have indicated sulphide at a position marked 
in PlatH 25, and at a level of about 140 feet below the collar 
of the !lhaft. There is no evidence of ore having been 
encountered either in the shaft or in the top tunnel. Ore 
from dumps in the a rea was very weakly magnetic. 

Magnettc_.Survey 

Magnetic readings were made along five traverses each 
1000 feet in length. The magnetic profiles show a strong 
gradient which probably indicates that gabbro underlies the 
whole aI'ea o The irregular disturbances observed on the 
southern parts of the traverses suggest that the gabbro extends 
at shallow depth for some dista~ce into the area. 

The "only anollJaly which may be due to ore is a weak 
anomaly vJhich appears on traverses 102E, 103E and 104Ji: north of 
the base-line. The axis of the anowaly extends from 102E/98.75S 
in a north-easterly direction to 104E/97.758. 

§e If::pot entia+ .... 8urvey 

The self-uotential results are shown in the fo~m of 
profiles and contours in Plate 25. Three weak negative centres 
were obs l3rved, centred at 102E/99 .. 253, 104E/998 and 10LrE/968 • 

. ?".'Dhe anomalies are too small and ill-defined for detailed 
analysi:~ bnt they could be tested by shalloioJ' prospecting. 

i" . 

.§.lJ.Plifi..iU_Jll'.....tt~ ,su Its 

No important anomaly wa.s located. by either the magnetic 
or self-potential method. However, SOllie small anomalies from 
both. methods are probably worth testinG by shallovl prospecting 
methods. The magnetic results give evidence of ga.bbro 
lomderlying the area. 

11. ~~VINA.A~ 

L~~~~ Geology 

The mine known as Elvina by the geophysical party is 
about one mile east of Hount Diamond on I'faiberi Creek. This 
D:ine is identical with the one described as Elvina by King 
(1950) • 

The country rock is a highly-faulted and contorted 
tuff. There are no outcrops of gabbro in the vicinity. 
Accordin~ to Carne (1913), several lodes occur in the area. 
The only iJre-body which has been prospected to any extent is 
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reported to be 32 feet wide, unproved in length, lenticular 
in form and to consist of massive sulphide. Garne has also 
referred to "t\VO large pyritic lodes II exposed in the creek. 
The positions of these have been identified by ferruginous 
stains on the creek bank near a small waterfall and by a small 
,su.lphide lens which forms a bar across the creek 300 feet 
dQ'!;'lnstream from the vlaterfall (Plate 26). 

Ha.&.9.-.?_ti<L.1Le suI t s. 

Owing to the difficulty in reaching the area and 
the lind ted time available to the geophysical party, only two 
exploratory magnetic traverses were carried out. Each of the 
n:agnetic profiles shows a small anorl'l8.ly which 'can be correlated 
w.i th the occurrence of ore as know11 from the mine workings. 
The geophysical work was insufficient to outline the full extent 
of the ore-bodyo 

12. SUl1NA~L..A!1.I! __ (.;.Qji.~LUS)QJi§ 

Dt.1rin~ t.he 1950 field season the geophysical party 
carried out surveys on the following areas in the Astrolabe 
Field g- Federal Flag, Rector, .l.i.ount Diamond, Pari and Elvina. 
On three other areas, nalt.ely Laloki, Hbresby King and ~ubuna 
sonte additional work was done to supplement the investigations 
of'the previous year, i:.<.nd in the clisct1.ssion of th,ese areas in 
this report the rest1.lts of both years' w'ork ha~ been dealt \1i th. 

The methods principally used throughout the surveys 
wer\~ the magnetic and self-potential lr:ethods. It is likely 
that electroIi!2.Gnetic methods of ~!rospecting cOl..1.ld be used to 
advantage in this field but e;:uipment \,fas not available at the 
ti~8 to test its effectiveness. Although in general the 
sl.llphide ores of the Astrolabe Field are \veakly rr:agnetic and 
occur in non-maznetic sediments, the application of the maGnetiC 

'method \vas found to be severely restricted by the fairly general 
occurrence of gabbro, which is dlso weakly m2gnetic. The 
.:~mown ore-bodies ap)ear to be closely associated with the 

. ~abbro and to occur close to the contact of the gabbro with the 
seditnents, and in practically all the areas surveyed the 
possj.bility of magnetic effects due to gabbro tends to introduce 
an ambiguity into the interpretation of the observed magnetic 
anomalies. 

In all the areas (except Elvina) the effects of 
gabbro have been observed to varying extents either as steep 
magnetic gradients or irregt1.lar magnetic disturbances. From 
the magnetic surveys, sUiJplemented by the mapping of outcrops, 
it haB been possible to add considerably to the knowledge of 
the dj.stribution of gabbro in the field. The tracing of the 
bounda.ry of the gtlbbro ILass by the rr,agnetic method 'i'lould be 
useful if the gabbro mass could be regarded as the limit of 
possible extension of the ore-bodies. Althou~h this 
assumption is proba.bly correct in most places, it is not 
generally applicable, as exceptions Cl.re knO\m where the ore
bodies persist into fractures in the gabbro itself. 

Theanomalies observed lirith the self-)otential method, 
except those at !,~ount Diamond, were all of very 10V! intenSity; 
some of them are related to knmm mineralisation 7 others n',ay 
be related to ore not previously 1vorked. The method is not 
well suited to the conditions in the Astrolabe field, probably 
because of the proximity of the water-table to the su.rface. 

The most important results of the survey were 
obtained at Laloki and l'iount Diamond. At Laloki? the magnetiC 
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survey directed attention to a possible northerly extension 
of the known ore-body. At Hount Diamond, both the magnetic 
and :;elf-potential surveys showed strong and well-defined 
anomnlies over the known ore-body and indicated that this ore
body is prob~~bly of much larger diIi:.ensions than was formerly 
suppc1sed. 

.. 
The only other areas where the geophysical results 

indicate the possibility of additional occurrences of ore are 
Horesby King, where a small magnetic anomaly Ivas observed outside 
the known area of mineral~sation, and D1..lbtma, where a line of 
shallow magnetic bodies has been traced for a distance of about 
1 ,500 feet. 

There is a Ii'larked lack of detailed geological 
information relating to the Astrol2.b,c Field and except for 
the Laloki and lVloresby King a.reas? records of the forLler mining 
developments are either non-existent or very incomplete. 
Any further geophysice.l work should be undertaken only after 
a 'detailed geological investigation has been made. 

The geophysical, survey has directed attention to 
certain localities where drilling or shalloVJ prospecting may' 
possibly reveal additional reserves of ore. Such prospects 
appear to be P.lost favourable at Hount Diamond. The geophysical 
results thus provide the Company \lith several definite targets 
for testing. In any futt'tre geophysical survey? the us'e of the 
electromagnetic method p to supplen-,ent the ma.gnetic and self
potenti:?l methods, is reconrr::ended. 
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